Boundary Books Publications 1990-2009
Twenty books have been published in twenty years. While most were sold out within a short
period of their publication, we always buy back copies when they become available. Here
we are featuring some of the scarcer volumes but others are also available on request.
282. ALLEN, DAVID RAYVERN
Jim. The Life of E W Swanton
Boundary Books, 2004. Original halfmorocco, raised bands, vintage book cloth,
original gilt outline of EWS to front board.
Limited Edition of only 15 copies (11 for sale)
each signed and numbered by the author.
Accompanied by an original MCC Anniversary Dinner Menu from 1970, from the
Swanton collection and signed by him. On
publication this small edition sold out in hours
and this is the first time we have been able
to offer one of those copies for
re-sale. A rare opportunity to acquire a
virtually unprocurable book.
(illustrated below)
£550

283. BRODRIBB, G
Felix and the Eleven of England
Boundary Books, 2002. A volume in the MCC Cricket
Library series. Limited Edition of 250 copies, each
signed by a descendent of Felix, by Ted Dexter (then
President of MCC) and by Hubert Doggart (who wrote
a charming Foreword). Full bonded leather, all edges
gilt, slip case.

“This is, in truth, a magnum opus . . . every home should
have one.” Robin Marlar in The Cricketer
Full account from Felix’s own diaries of the All England
Eleven plus over 50 full page colour reproductions of
his original watercolours. Many show historic cricket
grounds for the first or only time and have never been
published before.
£160
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284. BELDAM, GEORGE
Great Cricketers
The Age of Grace and Trumper
Boundary Books, 2001. A volume in the
MCC Cricket Library series. Issued in a
special Subscriber’s Edition of 48 copies and
a Limited Edition of 500.
“So interesting, so instructive and so
marvellous . . . the book of the year”
Assoc. of Cricket Statisticians & Historians
“This is a special book, one that will be
named as a reference like Ranji’s Jubilee
book, W G’s 1891 Cricket or Arlott &
Cardus’ The Noblest Game. It is more
than photographs of cricketers, it is
about the Beldam family, the artistic
talent of his friends and Chevallier
Tayler and Tuke and their paintings.”
Cricket Memorabilia Society
“Hotcakes are said to sell fast; any
cricket enthusiast, and others too, who
gets a hand on this book will, I warrant,
want to own it.” The Cricketer
“An astounding work . . . a cornucopia of
photographic, cricket and golfing
history . . . “must buy””.
The Independent - Book of the Week
“A beautiful production . . restores one’s
faith in such endeavours . . the whole is
a magnificent achievement.”
Journal of the Cricket Society
Both versions sold out on publication but we
currently stock a few copies:

123A Subscriber’s Copy Number 24, bound
in full leather, slip case, signed by Lia Beldam,
Charles Fry, Ted Dexter, Colin Cowdrey, Tony
Lewis, David Gower and Graham Gooch. Mint
condition. (illustrated above)
£550

123B Limited Copy Number 497, bound in
cloth/gilt, mint condition.
Signed by Lia Beldam
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£225

285. GOOCH, G & DOWN, M
For Essex and England
Graham Gooch’s Century of Centuries
Boundary Books, 1993. Limited Edition of
333 copies, each numbered and signed by
Graham Gooch. This book contains the full
scorecard and detailed description of each
of Gooch’s first-class hundreds, together with
Graham’s own commentary on each innings.
242pp with 60 illustrations in colour and
B&W. The book comprises a full history of
Gooch’s career and places him in perspective as one of the heaviest run-scorers in the
history of the game.
“For Essex and England is a beautifully
produced book, carefully and thoroughly
compiled.” Chris Martin-Jenkins
“As with previous books by this publisher it
is splendidly produced and a delight to
handle.” ACSH
Deluxe Edition - Numbers 101 to 333,
printed on art paper, bound in quarter bonded
leather (Essex red and England blue), gilt
blocking, top edge gilt.
£55

Centurion Edition - Numbers 1 to 100,
printed on art paper, quarter bound in fine
goatskin leather with raised bands, all edges
gilt, ribbon marker, marbled end-papers, in
a slip case decorated with the emblems of
Essex and England. (illustrated above)
Gooch individually signed the books and
dedicated each copy uniquely to one of his
centuries by hand-writing the details of the
match and the score. In addition, each book is
signed by nine other Centurions - Sir Donald
Bradman, Denis Compton, Geoff Boycott,
Zaheer Abbas, Sir Colin Cowdrey, Tom
Graveney, John Edrich, Glenn Turner and
Dennis Amiss.
£275

286. IAN BOTHAM
My Autobiography
Foreword by Mike Brearley
Boundary Books, 1994. Full leather, marbled end-papers, all edges gilt, slip case.
Signed and numbered Limited Edition of 102
copies. Each book individually dedicated by
Botham to one of his 102 Test Matches for
England. Highly sought-after.

£395

Autographed Cricketers’ Letters
287. WARNER, P F (Middlesex & England)

The Warner/Langford Archive
This comprises a portfolio of over 30 letters
written by Sir Pelham Warner to A W
Langford between 1932 and 1963.
Langford virtually ran The Cricketer singlehanded throughout this period even though
Warner was the Editor. These letters are not
the usual run of the mill. They are a long
and detailed correspondence regarding the
content of the magazine, meetings with
famous people, opinion and problems. They
are intimate – Warner refers to people as
“a cock” and “an ass”. They cover family
issues, illnesses, holidays etc. The first long
letter is written three days before Xmas in
1932 – from Melbourne right in the middle
of the Bodyline crisis where Warner was
Manager. He seems more concerned about
where he will spend Xmas.
Money is a recurring theme – the magazine
struggles at times and Warner is not shy
about getting his share of income. Throughout it all, the loyal Langford keeps plugging
away while Warner lives the life of the
great and the good.
When read from start to finish this unique
archive constitutes the history of The Cricketer
over a period of 30 years. A fascinating
inside story. (illustrated right)
£1000

288. CARDUS, Neville (Writer)
1pp ALS dated 13 October 1955 to Leslie
Gutteridge, the cricket bookseller, accepting
an invitation to speak at The Cricket Society
lunch.
£55

289. BRADMAN, Sir Donald (Australia)
1pp TLS dated 21 May 1948 from the Piccadilly Hotel, London. Sent to Mr Freeman
of Manchester concerning a meeting during
the tourists game at Old Trafford. Nice
signature and contemporary document from
the famous 1948 Invincibles tour. £145

Warner’s letter to Langford at the height of the Bodyline tour - “Deal with this “cock”
will you? He pesters me. No doubt his article will be published in due course. Send him
£2-2 - if his article is worth that - silence his peace for ever”

290. JESSOP, G L (Glos & England)
Fine 2-sided autograph note from Jessop to
James Thorpe, a noted illustrator and close
friend of Jessop’s, dated January 10 (early
1920s) from Minehead. “Here‟s „Good
„ealth‟. . . That card is a work of art. . . Love
to Toddles Dowson when you see him. Tell him
I get lots of games with G F H Earle who lives
here and will in a year or two captain Somerset I think.” Beautifully signed “Jessopus” (as
he did with all his close friends). James
Henry Thorpe (1876-1949) was a founder
member of the London Sketch Club, where
fellow cricket enthusiast Frank Reynolds was
a close friend. Besides working as an illustrator - he produced Three Nuns Tobacco

posters for many years - he also wrote on
contemporary art, published an autobiography, Happy Days, in 1933 and A Cricket Bag
in 1929.
£150

291. ARLOTT, J (Writer & Broadcaster)
1pp TLS dated 15 April 1969 on The Old
Sun letterhead to Jack Sokell, Secretary of
the Wombwell Cricket Lovers Society, concerning an invitation: “It is not that I should
not like to come to Wombwell, but that I work
six and a half or seven days a week in the
winter; am at the last minute beck and call of
the BBC and my paper, and that a journey to
Yorkshire costs me two days. But here is a
piece for the magazine”.
£38
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SECOND DUKE OF RICHMOND
Charles Lennox, the second Duke of Richmond
(1701-1750) was the grandson of King Charles II
and is widely regarded as the greatest of cricket‟s
early patrons. Richmond captained his own XI and
his players included some of the earliest known
professionals such as his groom Thomas Waymark,
and later, when he patronised Slindon Cricket Club,
he was associated with the Newland brothers. In
1727 he organised a pair of matches against Mr
Alan Brodrick‟s team (of Peper Harow) and the first
formalised cricket rules were drawn up as Articles of
Agreement.

293. MARSHALL, J
The Duke Who Was Cricket
Muller, 1961. An exceptionally fine copy in
fine dust jacket. Inscribed by the author to
Joe Goldman
and with his
book plate. Full
length study of
the Duke and
his influence on
early seventeenth century
cricket. Vital to
any study of
the preHambledon
period. Much
on the social
history of the
time. £45

292. LETTER (illustrated right)
Superb 1p hand-written letter, dated June
13th, 1738 from Goodwood, near Midhurst
in Sussex. Beautifully signed by the Duke.
The letter concerns the removal of The
Shoreham Sloop to Chichester - or rather
“why hasn’t it been moved!”.
£650

THIRD DUKE OF DORSET
John Frederick, the third Duke of Dorset (17451799), was one of the greatest patrons of 18th
century cricket and a significant player himself for
Kent. The Duke became British Ambassador to
France and played a key role in the proposed cricket
tour to France which was apparently aborted on the
outbreak of the French Revolution in 1789.

294. LETTER (illustrated right)
Half page hand-written instruction regarding
payments for certain items including
“common wine, wermuth and Champaign”.
Beautifully signed by the Duke. Written on a
large folded sheet of thick wove paper with
King George’s Fleur de Lys watermark.
A very rare document.
£650

295. ENGRAVING (illustrated far right)
Original engraving (8cm x 11cm) of the
Duke, titled The Noble Cricketer, and dated
Nov 1st, 1776. Mounted to archival board.
We have not seen this attractive little print
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reproduced before. Any 18th century
image, labelled as a cricketer, must be considered very rare.
£450

AUTOGRAPHED CRICKETERS’ LETTERS
296. LEARIE CONSTANTINE (West Indies)
1pp TLS dated 15 July 1964 on Sir Learie
Constantine MBE letterhead, to Harold
Wolfe, Sports Editor of the Liverpool Echo,
regarding a speaking engagement. Nicely
signed.
£90

297. LORD HAWKE (Yorkshire & England)
Short 1pp ALS dated April 19, 1921 on
Wighill Park, Tadcaster letterhead concerning the purchase of two prints. £110

298. JARDINE, D R (Surrey & England)
Full 1pp TLS dated 9 May 1955 on Association of Cricket Umpires letterhead to the
Sports Editor of the Liverpool Echo. Jardine
was President of the Association which had
only been formed two years previously. In
this letter he is asking the newspaper to
publicise the Association’s appeal for funds
to improve standards of umpiring. The Association went on to have a long and fruitful
life before being consumed more recently by
the ECB. Jardine’s signature is now the most
highly prized of all twentieth century cricketers and prices well into 4 figures have been
asked for his letters. This is a good example
with interesting associations and a good
clear signature.
£450

299. BUCKLEY, G B (Historian & Author)
1pp ALS dated May 28, 1939 on embossed
Weston-super-Mare letterhead to Charlie
Britton, cricket historian and collector.
Interesting discussion regarding Buckley’s
research into Pubs and Inns with a cricketing
name or theme - Britton had supplied some
examples unknown to Buckley. Finishes with
this fascinating paragraph:
“Your comparisons of HP-T and AshleyCooper do not surprise me, although I know
nothing of either beyond their writings. HP-T
in his “Cricket Spectator” showed himself to be
both humorous and inventive; I expect AshleyCooper had been the authority on cricket
history so long that he took himself rather
seriously.”
Wonderful and rare letter between two
famous names in cricket scholarship.

£150

300. ARLOTT, John (Writer & Broadcaster)
Short 1pp TLS dated 19 July 1990 on The
Vines letterhead to Leslie Gutteridge, the
noted cricket bookseller. Arlott hopes that
Gutteridge and his wife Norma can make a
visit back to the UK from Canada. Nicely
signed “John”
£35

307. HOBBS, J B (Surrey & England)
1pp ALS dated 7 November 1955 on Jack
Hobbs Ltd letterhead concerning the winning
of a prize bat. Nicely hand-written letter on
attractive letterhead
£85

301. SANDHAM, A (Surrey & England)
Long 2pp ALS dated 20 September 1968
on Surrey CCC letterhead to John Arlott.
Discusses the d’Oliveira Affair which had
come to a head that month after his century
in the Oval Test Match and late selection for
South Africa. “I wonder if the Tour in SA had
been on, if the MCC would have raised the fee
for the players. I know J.H.E. wasn‟t satisfied
neither was Tom G.”
£75

302. FRY, C B (Sussex & England)
Short TLS dated 2 March 1915 on T S
Mercury letterhead. “I beg to acknowledge
with thanks the receipt of 100 copies of
“Seamanship for Scouts”. Great early signature and superb decorative letterhead.

£125
303. MERCHANT, Vijay (India)
Long 1pp TLS dated 18 September 1974 on
attractive letterhead to John Arlott. Warm
personal letter regarding Arlott’s kindness to
Merchant’s son.
£55

304. BOWES, W (Yorkshire & England)
Short 1pp TLS dated 31 March 1982
concerning autographs
£35

305. ALTHAM, H S (Surrey)
2pp ALS undated, to Leslie Gutteridge, the
cricket bookseller. Unable to attend the Hirst
-Rhodes dinner (to launch A A Thomson’s
book): “I was privileged - anyway once - to
play against them both and so touch the
Confines of Olympus.” Nice content and
great signature.
£35

306. LEVESON GOWER, H D G (Surrey &
England)
1pp TLS dated 22/9/49 to JH Phillips, Manager of the 1949 New Zealand touring
team, signed “Shrimp”.
£25

308. PAWSON, A G (Worcestershire - 1
match 1908)
Very full 2pp ALS dated 2/5/69 to Jim
Coldham. Pawson, whose son went on to
play for Kent, writes at the age of 81. Interesting content - “Curiously enough I only
played for Worcestershire in my first game at
Oxford because they came there without a
wicket-keeper and I had the pleasure of keeping to Simpson-Hayward, the great lob
bowler. My county of birth was Yorkshire,
and, although I never played for them, they
were short of first-class amateurs after Lord
Hawke retired and very anxious that I should
play for them with a view to becoming captain. I finally decided against it, as I was chosen for the Sudan Political Service and could
not manage first-class cricket in England.”
Fascinating and little known piece of history.

£75
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309. FINDLAY, W (Lancashire)
1pp TLS dated 17/6/32 on MCC letterhead
(Findlay was Secretary to MCC by then).
Actually a letter to Tommy Higson regarding
a Press Pass for Brooking at Lord’s. £25

310. HUTTON, L (Yorkshire & England)
1pp ALS dated 19/3/88. Routine content “May I suggest that we give the autographing
a rest…”
£25

311. NOURSE, A D (South Africa)
1pp short TLS dated 7/1/72. On Natal CA
letterhead, routine content.
£35

312. MASON, J R (Kent & England)
1pp ALS dated 7/8/51. Routine short note
but beautiful signature of a Golden Age
great.
£85

313. ALLEN, G O (Middlesex & England)
1pp ALS dated Nov 14 to Jim Coldham
concerning the latter’s forthcoming book on
Lord Harris.
£25

314. HARRISON, W P (Kent 1904-05,
Middlesex 1906-11, MCC Tour to NZ
1906/07)
Nice 2pp ALS dated 25/2/54. A scarce
signature.
£65

315. STEEL, D Q (Lancashire)
Long 1pp ALS to G A Brooking dated 3
March, 1933. “I am writing to you as the one
person in this neighbourhood who has cricket
history at his finger ends.” Steel is seeking
help with an article he is writing for the
Parish Magazine. Encloses one article in
which he reminisces about the 1878 Australians and recalls playing for Cambridge
University in the victory over them –
“becoming very friendly with the various members of the Australian team including Blackham, Murdoch and Spofforth”. He is now
seeking help for an article on the history of
the Ashes and also “this abominable leg theory”. “My brother, the late “A G”, told me
about the presentation of the Cup – now at
Lord‟s – so that I have something to say about
that.” Still in remains of original envelope
and with cutting enclosed.
£95
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316. RANJITSINHJI, K S (Sussex & England)
Full 4pp ALS dated 31 January 1906 on
ornate Indian language letterhead. Still in
the original matching envelope addressed in
Ranji’s hand to “The Political Agent”. Superb
content: “I hope you have no objection to my
bringing Lord Hawke to shoot round Palitana.
. . I had the consent of the then Political
Agent . . His Lordship is paying a short visit to
the province . . I am sending this note with my
brother who is going in advance.” Superbly
signed “Ranjitsinhji”. (illustrated above)

£350
317. KENYON, Miles (Lancashire)
1pp TLS dated 1/6/37 on the letterhead of
his Bury home. A short note – “A most interesting article, and I am glad you set about the
Yorkshire man – he deserved it.” This refers to
an article by Brooking in one of the Liverpool
papers – it might be worth looking it up!
Kenyon captained Lancashire in the years
immediately after the first War. Very nicely
signed.
£55

318. LORD HARRIS (Kent & England)
1pp ALS, undated but c1900. On Bath and
Country Club letterhead. “Dear Fox, I‟d like
to play v R.E. at Chatham very much, if the
Brethren will still put up with The Old
Cripple. Sorry you can‟t play for me: Keepers
are very short this year. Yours sincerely,
Harris”. Lord Harris was the guiding light
for the historic Kent club, Band of Brothers,
and had many of his finest moments against
the Royal Engineers. R H Fox was a New
Zealander who played a few games for
MCC before the first war and then made a
single appearance for the 1927 NZ tourists
at the age of 47. Good clear signature.
(illustrated above)
£135

319. GRACE, E M (Glos & England)
Short 1pp ALS dated 1 December 1907 on
Thornbury letterhead to G A Brooking.
Routine content but superbly signed in full
“Edward Mills Grace”.
Preserved in original hand-written envelope.
£275

AUTOGRAPHS

Autographs
TEAM SHEETS

INDIVIDUAL AUTOGRAPHS

320. MCC TOUR TO AUSTRALIA 1920/21

The following are good quality ink signatures on
clipped pieces. All these signatures date from the
time the player was an active cricketer rather than
being signed in later years.

Large album sheet (16cm x 19cm) signed in
ink by all 16 plus Manager F C Toone. A
superb sheet, beautifully signed by JWHT
Douglas, Rockley Wilson, Rhodes, Fender,
Hearne and all the rest of the team. The
ideal display item from this tour.
(illustrated right)
£950

329. J H King (1871-1946) Leicestershire &
England
£60
330. Ernest Vogler (1876-1946) South Africa
and 1 match for Middlesex
£105

321. ENGLAND vs AUSTRALIA 1926
Sheet of Old Trafford letterhead signed at
the 4th Test between England and Australia,
1926. Unusually it is signed by the England
XI minus Woolley, who played in the match,
but plus APF Chapman who took a brilliant
catch when fielding as substitute. Good
sheet, slight fraying at the top preserved by
mounting to archival board.
£145

322. SOUTH AFRICANS TO UK 1935
Sheet of MCC letterhead beautifully signed
by 15 of South Africa - Wade, Cameron,
Crisp, Bell, Nourse, Siedle, Vincent, Mitchell,
Dalton, Balaskas, Rowan, Tomlinson, Langton,
Williams
£225

323. AUSTRALIANS TO UK 1948
Official sheet signed by all 18 including the
Manager. Barnes has signed fully in ink
instead of his usual hand-stamp. A marvellous sheet for The Invincibles, in great condition and highly collectable.
£950

324. MCC TOUR TO SOUTH AFRICA
1948/49
Official MCC sheet signed by all 17 including the Manager.
£125

325. SOUTH AFRICANS TOUR TO UK 1955
Official sheet on Touring Team letterhead,
Park Lane Hotel, signed clearly in ink by all
16 of the touring party, including McGlew,
McLean, Goddard, Waite, Heine etc. In fine
condition.
£95

331. Fred Martin (1861-1921) Kent & England
£110
332. George Burton (1851-1930) Middlesex
£55
333. T M Russell (1868-1927) Essex £55
326. PAKISTAN TOUR TO UK 1954
Nice tall sheet (12cm x 20cm) signed by 14
of the touring team - Kardar, Fazal, Ikram
Elahi, Hassan, Intiaz, Khalid Hassan,
Maqsood, Shakoor, Mohd Aslam, Shuja-uddin, Hanif, Zulfiqar, Wazir, Khalid Wazir.
Good condition.
£110

334. Alec Hearne (1863-1952) Kent & England
£65
335. J T Newstead (1877-1952) Yorkshire
£60
336. C B Fry (1872-1956) Sussex, Hampshire &
England (illustrated below)
£85

327. AUSTRALIANS TOUR TO UK 1961
Official sheet in very good condition.
Signed by all 17 including Richie Benaud,
Neil Harvey, Alan Davidson. Also signed by
the Manager Ray Steele.
£85

328. SOUTH AFRICANS 1961/62
Official sheet produced by the SA Cricket
Association for the 1st and 2nd Tests against
New Zealand in Durban and Johannesburg,
December, 1961. Signed by all 11 McGlew, Barlow, Bland, Bromfield, Elgie,
Lawrence, McLean, O'Linn, P Pollock, Waite,
Walter and twelth man Buster Farrer. An
unusual and highly collectable sheet with
some evocative names from this period in
South African history.
£105

337. G W Gaukrodger (1877-1937) Worc
£45
338. G F Wheldon (1869-1924) Worc. Football for Aston Villa & England) £65
339. F L Bowley (1873-1943) Worc £45
340. F A Pearson (1880-1963) Worc £40
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341. J A Cuffe (1880-1931) Worc

£45

342. G A Wilson (1877-1962) Worc £40
343. G J Thompson (1877-1943) Northants &
England
£65

360. Walter Brearley (1876-1937) Lancashire
& England
£110

373. R E S Wyatt (1901-1995) Warwks, Worc
& England
£30

361. D Hunter (1860-1927) Yorkshire

374. W H V Levett (1908-1995) Kent & England
£30

(illustrated below)

£125

375. A Melville (1910-1983) Natal, Sussex &
South Africa
£45

344. J Tunnicliffe (1866-1948) Yorkshire £85
345. G H Hirst (1871-1954) Yorkshire

£60

376. A E Trott (1873-1914) Victoria,
Middlesex, Australia & England
(illustrated below)

346. D Denton (1874-1950) Yorkshire &
England
£65
347. F S Jackson (1870-1947) Yorkshire &
England (illustrated below)
£110

£250

362. P F Warner (1873-1963) Middlesex &
England
£35
363. A C Johnston (1884-1952) Hampshire
£45
364. J W H T Douglas (1882-1930) Essex &
England
£85

348. J W Rothery (1877-1919) Yorkshire.
Died in WWI
£185
349. S Haigh (1871-1921) Yorkshire & England
£120
350. W H Wilkinson (1881-1961) Yorkshire
£55
351. H Myers (1875-1944) Yorkshire

£65

352. W Rhodes (1877-1973) Yorkshire &
England
£60

365. R H Spooner (1880-1961) Lancashire &
England. Rugby for England
£60
366. F R Foster (1889-1958) Warwickshire &
England
£85
367. P R Le Couteur (1885-1958) Oxford Univ
& Victoria
£35

380. K L Gibson (1888-1967) Essex £40
381. J W A Stephenson (1907-1982) Essex &
Worc
£25
382. N S Mitchell-Innes (1914-2006)
Somerset & England
£20

355. E Mignon (1885-1925) Middlesex £55

358. A E Relf (1874-1937) Sussex & England
£65
359. A P Day (1885-1969) Kent
50

£50

379. F A Tarrant (1880-1951) Victoria &
Middlesex (illustrated below)
£65

369. Lord Hawke (1860-1938) Yorkshire &
England (illustrated below)
£110

354. J T Hearne (1867-1944) Middlesex &
England
£85

357. H I Young (1876-1964) Essex & England
£75

378. K Farnes (1911-1941) Essex & England
£75

368. A A Mailey (1886-1967) NSW &
Australia
£85

353. C H Grimshaw (1880-1947) Yorkshire
£65

356. G R Cox, snr (1873-1949) Sussex £55

377. E R T Holmes (1905-1960) Surrey &
England
£50

370. G O Allen (1902-1989) Middlesex &
England
£30

383. J B Hobbs (1882-1963) Surrey & England
£55

371. F R Brown (1910-1991) Surrey, Northants
& England
£30

384. D C S Compton (1918-1997) Middlesex
& England
£35

372. M J Turnbull (1906-1944) Glamorgan &
England (+rugby for Wales)
£85

385. A C MacLaren (1871-1944) Lancashire &
England
£155

Photographs
PHOTOS BY MAY MOORE OF MELBOURNE
Annie May Moore (1881-1931) and her sister
Minnie Louise Moore (1882-1957) were born in
New Zealand. May studied at the Elam School of
Art and Design, Auckland, and in 1906-07 sold
pencil and ink sketches at the New Zealand
International Exhibition at Christchurch. The sisters
quickly developed a distinctive style of close-up
head portraiture, the only light coming from an
open window to shine on one side of the face.
They pioneered sepia tonings, bromide paper and
limp mounting-boards. Avoiding the prevalent
“stodgy backgrounds and stiff accessories”, they
chose a simple hessian or cloth back-drop. Avid
theatre-goers, they specialized in costume studies
of visiting companies. Both believed that in good
portrait photography it was essential to put the
sitter at ease and to gain 'some insight into his
character'.
In 1909 the Sydney-based Australasian Photo
Review reproduced the first of many May Moore
portraits. In 1911 May moved to Australia and
opened a studio in Sydney while her sister ran a
studio in Melbourne. Their photographs of actors,
musicians, writers and artists were published in such
magazines as the Home, Lone Hand and Triad and
they became widely famous.
May Moore (pictured here) was a handsome,
assured woman, humorous and direct. Six feet tall,
she had a strong stride and
wore loose, flowing dresses.
She was “determined, sink
or swim”, to put her ideas
into practice. She employed
only women, except in the
dark-room, and encouraged others to enter the
profession. Illness forced
her to retire about 1928,
but she continued to paint
landscapes.

386. A P “TICH” FREEMAN

387. LESLIE E G AMES

Fine photograph by May Moore of
Melbourne (15cm x 20cm) taken during
the 1928/29 MCC tour, in original
mount. Freeman (Kent & England) looks
far more serious a figure than in most
action shots. (illustrated above)

£250

This captivating studio portrait of Les
Ames (Kent & England) is another fine
study from the same sittings in
1928/29. Image size 14cm x 19cm,
on original mount, signed by Ames
and the photographer, presented in
original sepia folding flap case
(21cm x 31cm). (illustrated above)

£650
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GREAT PARTNERSHIPS

388. BILL EDRICH & DENIS COMPTON
The famous “Middlesex Twins” walking out to
bat at Lord’s in that never-to-be-forgotten
summer of 1947. B&W photograph (15cm x
21cm) by Sport & General. In very good
condition and strongly signed by both players in the light portion of the photo.
A superb collector‟s item.
£350

389. PERCY HOLMES & HERBERT SUTCLIFFE
The immortal Yorkshire opening pair walking
out to bat at Leyton in May, 1929. Large
sepia photograph (20cm x 22cm) by Central
Press. In very good condition and strongly
signed by both players in the light portion of
the photo. Only three years later the same
pair walked out on this ground to make their
record-breaking opening partnership of
555. In all they recorded 69 century
opening partnerships together. A rare and
historic photograph.
£375

390. MAURICE TATE & PERCY CHAPMAN
Two great names from the inter-wars years
walking out to bat for England against
Australia at Leeds in July, 1930. Large
sepia photograph (20cm x 26cm) by Central
Press. In very good condition and strongly
signed by both players in the light portion of
the photo. The pair are going out after lunch
on the fourth day. After a massive Australian total England were 355-7 and needing
another 62 to avoid the follow-on. Unfortunately they did not make it but the weather
enabled England to escape with a draw.

£250
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GREAT PLAYERS

391. PATSY HENDREN & DULEEPSINHJI
Two great characters superbly captured by
the cameraman. Large sepia photograph
(20cm x 25cm) by Central Press. In very
good condition and strongly signed by both
players in the light portion of the photo. The
pair are walking from the field during the
First Test match between England and
Australia at Nottingham in 1930. Duleep
was not playing in the match but fielded as
substitute for Sutcliffe who was injured. He is
seen here in his Sussex cap and Cambridge
sweater.
£275

392. HERBERT SUTCLIFFE & LEN HUTTON
Rare photograph of the elder statesman
Sutcliffe and the rising star Hutton, taken in
the late thirties during the few years that
their careers overlapped. Fine photograph
(12cm x 16cm) by Ackrill of Harrogate,
beautifully signed by both players. Nice
early Hutton signature with “Leonard” in full.

393. GEORGE GUNN (Notts & England)
Marvellous portrait of George Gunn by
Central Press (12cm x 16cm). Clear,
strong signature.
£180

£350
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394. MCC TOUR TO INDIA 1933/34
Magnificent large photograph of the MCC touring team,
taken by photographers Bouine & Shepherd of Calcutta.
Attractively mounted to original board (47cm x 34cm), signed
by 15 players plus the manager, Major E Ricketts. All
members of the team have signed except for the captain
Jardine. Signatures include Walters, Barnett, Verity, Marriott, Langridge etc. The mount is slightly creased and foxed
in places but all signatures are dark and clear. Would look
magnificent framed. This tour took place during the winter
after the infamous Bodyline series and Sutcliffe, Hammond,
Ames and Wyatt all declined to travel. (illustrated right)

£650

395. DON BRADMAN
Great close-up study (13cm x 18cm) of a smiling Bradman in
colourful blazer. Modern print from original negative,
signed by “The Don” in his later years. (illustrated above)

£95
396. THREE GREAT YORKSHIREMEN
Herbert Sutcliffe, Len Hutton and Geoff Boycott
The three great Yorkshire and England openers were
brought together at Headingley for this unique photograph.
Signed boldly by all three, this is a collector’s item that will
surely continue to appreciate in value.
(illustrated right)
£500
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1909 AUSTRALIANS

RARE SERIES OF SEPIA PORTRAITS
Fine sepia toned photographs by T W Bolland of Hanwell & Southall.
These are oversized cabinet cards (occasionally called Imperial) - the
photographic print is 17.5cm x 28cm, mounted on stiff card 19cm x
33cm. These are imposing photographs printed on fine paper and
mounted on 2mm thick card with bevelled gilt edges, photographers
name embossed in gilt below the print and blind stamped in the image.
The three photographs offered here formed part of a series taken
during the 1909 Australians tour to the UK. The images of Cotter and
Macartney were clearly taken at Lord’s.

397. ALBERT “TIBBY” COTTER (NSW & Australia)
Tibby Cotter was the fastest bowler on both his tours to the UK in
1905 and 1909 and took 89 wickets in 21 Tests altogether. He
was killed in action in 1917.
£375

398. CHARLES MACARTNEY (NSW & Australia)
Charlie Macartney toured the UK four times from 1909 to 1926
and played 35 times for his country. On this, his first tour in 1909,
he was regarded as more of a bowler than batsman hence the
pose with ball rather than bat.
£375

399. MONTY NOBLE (NSW & Australia)
Monty Noble toured England four times and captained his country
15 times, including this tour of 1909.
£375
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400. VICTOR TRUMPER (NSW & AUSTRALIA)
This photogravure by George Beldam is surely the ultimate iconic image of cricket, rivalling even the face of W G Grace. This is a superb copy, printed on
thick art paper, with generous margins (image size 38cm x 30cm; sheet size 70cm x 50cm) and signed clearly by Trumper. The photogravure process was the
pinnacle of techniques for fine art reproduction of a photograph and the press plate mark is clearly visible on this example.
£2000
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Postcards
401. LEARIE CONSTANTINE (West Indies)
Plain back by Alex Wilkinson. Facsimile
signature plus real signature.
£140

402. E H KILLICK (Sussex)
Wrench, signed

.

£120

403. VICTOR TRUMPER (Australia)
Coloured card, no publisher.
£50
404. COLIN COWDREY (England)
Hunt, Tonbridge. Signed

£40

405. SAMMY WOODS (Aust & England)
401

402

403

404

Wrench, slight creasing and damage to
corner. Signed
£130

406. HARRY BUTT (Sussxe & England))
Wrench, signed.
£120
407. GEORGE DUCKWORTH (England)
Wilkes, very scarce. Signed
£180
408. A P F CHAPMAN (Kent & England)
Aldridge, Hythe.
£35
409. LORD HAWKE (Yorks & England)
Valentines.
£25
410. KEN BARRINGTON (Surrey & England)
405

406

407

408

Postcard sized Trade card. Nicely signed by
Barrington
£45

411. HERBERT SUTCLIFFE (Yorks & England)
Phillips “Pinnace” card, plain back, real photograph. Larger than postcard size (10cm x
15cm). Superbly signed by Sutcliffe £180

412. LEN BRAUND (Surrey, Somst & Engld)
Wrench. Adhesion marks to rear. Clipped
signature mounted to lower margin. £45

We have hundreds of postcards
in stock - please enquire with
any specific “Wants”
409

410

411

412
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Craig - The Surrey Poet
Last year we published a highly-acclaimed book on the life and work of Albert Craig, often known as The Surrey Poet. The book, which was winner of the Cricket Web
Book of the Year and runner-up in the Cricket Society/MCC Cricket Book of the Year awards, has excited renewed interest in Craig‟s work. Here we are pleased to offer
not only the standard edition of the book but also a copy of the Limited Edition which sold out on publication. We also have a few precious examples of the original
poems and booklets produced by Craig. These are very hard to find and have become highly collectable. They are sure to more than hold their value now that the full
scope of Craig‟s work is better understood.

TONY LAUGHTON
Captain of the Crowd. Albert Craig, Cricket
and Football Rhymester 1849-1909
Boundary Books, 2008. 294pp, 173 illus, over
100 in full colour, hardback in dust jacket. £28
Albert Craig was a one-off. Born of illiterate parents
in a remote Yorkshire community, he became one of
the most celebrated figures on the cricket and football grounds of London and the south, accepted and
respected at all major
sports venues in the
land. Years of
research have produced an unbelievably
detailed account of
Craig‟s rise to fame.
With his natural wit
and spontaneous
repartee, he was an
integral part of the
day‟s entertainment on
cricket and football
grounds in a Golden
Age for the growth of sport and spectator participation. Whether the audience was 60,000 at the Cup
Final, full houses at The Oval or at Arsenal‟s
Plumstead ground, a few hundred at a club game,
or a full house at Bermondsey Town Hall, Craig had
rhymes to sell and customers to entertain. He was
equally at home appealing to young ladies at Dover
Cricket Week or playing the fool with the pipesmoking Tom Richardson and the bearded W.G. at a
charity cricket match.

CRICKET BOOK OF THE YEAR 2008

LIMITED EDITION

www.cricketweb.net

A strictly Limited Edition of only 50 copies was also
produced but sold out immediately on publication.
We now have one of these copies available
again, in perfect condition. It is signed by the
author, and produced in a hand-crafted deluxe
binding and slip case. Also included is a set of 12
facsimiles of the rarest Craig compositions, each
numbered and printed on art paper.
(illustrated below)
£265

Last year was an excellent one for the cricketing
bibliophile with a succession of quality titles being published across the globe. That being said .
. . there was one new title which still managed to
stand head and shoulders above the competition.
Captain of the Crowd has set standards for this
type of sporting biography which, while they
may and, hopefully, will be matched in years to
come, I cannot see them being surpassed. It is
impeccably researched, written and presented
and should be read by every person who has an
interest in cricket or just enjoys reading a quality
biography.
Michael Down of Boundary Books said, "On behalf of Tony, I am delighted that Captain of the
Crowd has received such recognition from Cricket
Web. Tony spent 10 years researching this fascinating story and we put a lot of effort into the
production of a high quality book that would
please readers and collectors alike. The story of
Albert Craig is one of sport's great untold dramas. In his lifetime, Craig no doubt surprised
himself by achieving widespread admiration and
renown in the world of Victorian cricket and football, and now, thanks to Tony's book, his story
and rhymes have reached a twenty-first century
audience. How amazed he would have been to
know that he was also reaching every corner of
the planet via Cricket Web!"

“Tony Laughton has brought Albert Craig, the Surrey Poet, back to life in this richly sociological
volume with a wondrous selection of illustrations . . . heart-warming and evocative” David Frith
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BOOKS BY CRAIG
413. CRAIG, A
Cricket Comicalities and other Trifles
All England Athletic Publishing Co, 1899.
Original wrappers, slight fraying to front
wrapper but overall a very good copy of a
frail item printed on poor quality paper.
Bookplate of Tony Winder and modern collector’s label to front corner. This is the Second Edition.
£140

CRAIG - THE SURREY POET

ORIGINAL CRAIG BIOGRAPHY BOOKLETS
414. ROBERT ABEL
4pp folding card published by Wright & Co.
Good, adhesion marks to advert on rear.
Illustration of Abel to front cover £220

415. Mr A E STODDART
4pp folding card published by Wright & Co.
Fine. Illustration to front cover £260

ORIGINAL CRAIG POEMS
420. OUR GRAND OLD MAN
England v Australia Match. At the
Oval, August 12, 1886. Dr W G Grace
puts together 170 runs in grand style.
1pp poem on stiff white card, blank back.
Very good condition
£385

421. TO HONEST GEORGE BURTON, THE
POPULAR MIDDLESEX BOWLER
1pp poem on thin beige paper, advert to
reverse. A fine copy
£320

425. TO JOHN BRIGGS
The Brilliant Lancashire Cricketer
1pp poem on thin white paper, slight foxing,
advert to reverse. Very good. £320
426. THAT CATCH OF MAURICE READ’S

in the Surrey v Middlesex Match, at
the Oval, June 30th, 1887.
1pp poem on pink card, plain back. A fine
copy
£320

POSTCARDS BY CRAIG
427. (KENT) “MY COUNTY GENTLEMEN!”
Anonymous card showing Craig addressing
the crowd at the Nevill Ground, Tunbridge
Wells. Slight corner rounding. £30

416. G A LOHMANN
4pp folding card published by Wright & Co.
Fine . Illustration to front cover £240

417. Mr J R MASON
4pp folding card. Fine copy. Illustration of
Mason to front cover
£260

418. A FIELDER
4pp folding card published by Wright & Co.
Very good.
Illustration to
front cover

£260
419. JOHN SHUTER
4pp folding card
published by
Wright & Co.
Very good condition. Illustration of Shuter to
front cover

£240

422. NOTTS v SURREY, at Trent Bridge, on
Bank Holiday, June 10, 1889. Old
Notts Triumphant. Buckle on the armour and have another try

428. THE EXCELSIOR PICTORIAL POST
CARD BUDGET. PORTRAITS OF THE
AUSTRALIAN TEAM, 1905. Published
by A.C., Cricket Rhymester
A set of 4 cards, each perforated and bound
together into a booklet, green/blue wrappers. Scarce when complete.
£110

1pp poem on thin light grey paper, advert
to reverse. A fine copy
£320

423. GOOD OLD CRICKET
1pp poem on thin white paper, slight foxing,
advert to reverse. Very good. £320

424. OUR CHAMPION CRICKETERS
The Notts and Surrey Men
1pp poem on card, blank back. A very
good copy
£350
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Paintings and Prints
THE LITHOGRAPHS OF JOHN CORBET ANDERSON
John Corbet Anderson (1827 - 1907) was a
Victorian scholar and artist who produced around
50 fine lithographic portraits of leading cricketers
during the 1850s. This was the period just before
the advent of photography and without Anderson’s
lithographs our reverence for these great names
would be much the poorer.
A catalogue raisonné of Anderson’s works has
been produced by Michael Down and Professor
Derek West (Sketches at Lord‟s. The Cricket Lithographs of John Corbet Anderson. Collins, 1990).
The prints have always been hard to find, especially in fine condition, but they represent the
pinnacle of 19th century cricket art.

429. JAMES DEAN. Born at Duncton,
Sussex, 1816
Hand coloured lithograph by J C Anderson.
Printed by Stannard & Dixon and Published
by Lillywhite & Wisden, April 14th, 1857.
Fine original lithograph in very good
un-trimmed condition. Full margins (sheet
size 29cm x 39cm), a couple of closed
marginal tears but nothing that detracts from
the image which has strong original handcolouring. The portly Dean is one of Anderson’s finest character studies - you can just
see him eating the pies and drinking the ale
after the match! (illustrated right) £600

430. JOSEPH GUY of Nottingham
Hand coloured lithograph by J C Anderson.
Printed by Richard Black and Published by
Anderson and F Lillywhite, 2nd April, 1853.
Fine lithograph in superb un-trimmed and
original condition. Full margins (sheet size
28cm x 41cm) and good original colour. This
image of Joseph Guy is probably the most
iconic of all the Anderson lithographs and,
when suitably framed, radiates a wonderfully antique charm. Print number 20 in the
Anderson catalogue - see Sketches at Lord‟s
by Down & West. (illustrated left) £600

431. THE BOWLER
Hand coloured lithograph by J C Anderson.
Printed by Stannard & Dixon and Published
by F Lillywhite, 1st May, 1860. Fine original
lithograph in superb un-trimmed and unrestored condition. Full margins (sheet size
23cm x 29cm) and good original colour. This
is No. 7 in the Series of Cricket “Attitudes”
undertaken by Anderson. These are considerably rarer than the lithographs of the most
famous players of the day and the set is
rarely found. Print number 47 in the Anderson catalogue - see Sketches at Lord‟s by
Down & West. (illustrated right) £1500
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SKETCHES AT LORD’S - SMALL SERIES
432. MR JAMES HENRY DARK. Proprietor of Lord’s Cricket
Ground. Sketches at Lord’s No. 1. (illustrated top left)
Hand coloured lithograph by J C Anderson. Published by Anderson and F Lillywhite, 1st March, 1852. This copy is in fine condition
with original colouring (sheet size 17cm x 26cm)
£250

433. THE UMPIRE. William Caldercourt born at Blisworth in
1802. Sketches at Lord’s No. 2. (illustrated top right)
Hand coloured lithograph by J C Anderson. Published by Anderson and F Lillywhite, 1st March, 1852. This copy is in fine condition
with original colouring (sheet size 19cm x 26cm). Small closed tear
in margin does not detract.
£225

434. HILLYER. Born at Leybourne, Kent.
Sketches at Lord’s No. 3. (illustrated bottom left)
Hand coloured lithograph by J C Anderson. Published by Anderson and F Lillywhite, 1st March, 1852. This copy is in fine condition
with original colouring (sheet size 18cm x 25cm)
£250

435. MARTINGELL. Born at Nutfield, Surrey, 1818
Sketches at Lord’s No. 4. (illustrated bottom right)
Hand coloured lithograph by J C Anderson. Published by Anderson and F Lillywhite, 1st March, 1852. This copy is in fine condition
with original colouring (sheet size 19cm x 25cm)
£250

436. THE CUT
Hand coloured lithograph by J C Anderson. Printed by Stannard & Dixon and Published by
F Lillywhite, 1st May, 1860. Fine original lithograph in superb un-trimmed and un-restored
condition. Full margins (sheet size 23cm x 29cm) and good original colour. This is No. 3 in the
Series of Cricket “Attitudes” undertaken by Anderson. These are considerably rarer than the
lithographs of the most famous players of the day and the set is rarely found Print number 43
in the Anderson catalogue - see Sketches at Lord‟s by Down & West. (illustrated left) £1500
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437. JAMES COBBETT. Born January 12th

1804, at Frimley, Surrey
Lithograph (13cm x 19cm) by T Black Asiatic
Lith. Press, after J Hendrie. Surprisingly,
Cobbett played for Middlesex, Surrey and
Yorkshire. He was for many years on the

staff of MCC and was one of the leading
cricketers of the day. His name is perhaps
most familiar in connection with the bats that
bore his name and he was a pioneer of the
spliced handle. He died at the age of 38.
This attractive lithograph, which must date
from the 1850s, is virtually an exact copy of
the engraving published by W H Mason and
is presumably a pirated version. Black’s
Asiatic Lithograph Press appears to have
operated in Calcutta.
£225
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438. HERBERT SUTCLIFFE
Painting by Walter Scott
A large (29cm x 38cm image, 59cm x 68cm
frame) watercolour portrait of Herbert
Sutcliffe wearing his MCC touring blazer,
framed and glazed. Clearly signed by the
artist, Walter Scott, a Bradford photographer, publisher and portraitist. The painting
belonged to Herbert and was passed
through the family via his son (who also
played for, and captained, Yorkshire) until
they disposed of the memorabilia a few
years ago. It is reproduced as the frontispiece to Herbert’s autobiography published
in 1935. This dates it pretty closely to
c1934 and the England touring blazer he is

wearing is almost certainly from the Bodyline
tour. Its choice as the frontispiece to the
book surely indicates that it was the portrait
he was most proud of.
£6000

439. UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD PAVILION
Photo-lithograph (image size 25cm x 18cm)
by James Akerman of 6 Queen St, London,
after a drawing executed in 1880 by the
architect T G Jackson. This fine drawing
depicts the new pavilion and was published
in The Building News for July 15, 1881.
Anybody who has walked through the idyllic
setting of the Oxford University Parks will
instantly recognise this structure which is
largely unchanged today. (illustrated left)

£75

Ceramics, Bronzes, Objects
440. BRONZE
Waiting His Innings by Joseph Durham
Superb bronze figure (24cm x 13cm x 22cm
high) of a reclining young batsman, signed
“J Durham 1863”. This sculpture is in pristine
condition with a rich brown patina. Durham’s
work is of the highest quality and this
“museum piece” is of the utmost rarity.

£5000
Joseph Durham (1814-1877, pictured below)
is most famous for his massive gilded bronze
sculpture of
Prince Albert
outside the
Royal Albert
Hall - one of
the most iconic
figures in
London - and,
between
1835 and
1878, he
exhibited 128
works at the
Royal Academy. He first
attracted
popular attention with his marble bust of Jenny Lind
(exh. RA 1847), which was widely reproduced in porcelain by the Copeland factory.
Much of his work consisted of portrait busts
and statues. These include, in London, six
figures for Burlington House in Piccadilly, the
Leigh Hunt Memorial in Kensal Green, and
the weathered bust of Hogarth in Leicester
Square. Outside London, there are busts of
Brenchley and Hazlitt in Maidstone Museum,
figures of George Stephenson and Euclid in
the University Museum, Oxford, and Crossley
for Halifax.

Waiting His Innings is one of a
series of five figures of young
cricketers in various poses which
are all now exceedingly rare.
Three years after its production,
Durham borrowed the design to
produce a much larger, life-size
marble statue (see illustration
below right) of a boy in a
similar pose with the identical
title, Waiting His Innings. We
now know that the subject of the
marble version was Basil Edwin
Lawrence of Trinity College,
Cambridge. It was commissioned by his father and originally bequeathed to Guildhall
Art Gallery. By an unknown
route it now stands in the City of
London School near St Paul’s
(Mike Brearley’s old school).
While the pose is similar to the
smaller bronze, the face and
clothing are quite different.
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441. PARIAN FIGURE
Young England by George Halse
A young boy leaning on a tree stump, reading a book, with a
cricket bat to his side. This exquisite Parian ware statue
stands 40cm high and is modelled in perfect and breathtaking
detail. Signed by
Halse and produced in
small numbers by the
prestigious firm of
Copeland in 1874.
Parian ware is unglazed white porcelain
which gives a beautifully subtle appearance.
George Halse (18261895) worked all his
life in Drummond’s
Bank, London, but despite this he was a
prolific and highlyacclaimed sculptor,
producing about ninety
works. He also published novels, verse
romances, occasional
poems and a manual
of sculpture, A Guide to
Modelling, which went
into many editions and
was still in print in
1920. His verse
romance Sir Guy de
Guy was a collaboration with his friend,
Hablot Knight Browne
(1815-1882), better
known as Phiz and for
his work illustrating
Charles Dickens' novels.
From 1857 until the
early 1890s Halse
exhibited regularly at the Royal Academy, the British Institution, and also at the Royal Hibernian Academy, Manchester
City Art Gallery, the Royal Scottish Academy and the Royal
Glasgow Institute of Fine Arts.
£950
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442. HERBERT SUTCLIFFE
STAFFORDSHIRE MUG
Fine large mug (10cm x 10cm) sold by W
Ellis of Bramley. Not marked as Falconware
but of identical design to the Verity mug
(item 443). Depicts Sutcliffe in batting
stance with caption “Herbert Sutcliffe
World’s Record Maker. 4 Centuries in 5 Test
Matches”. Further captions and a Pudsey
Corporation coat-of-arms. Nicely marked to
the base and in perfect condition.
(illustrated right)
£450

443. HEDLEY VERITY STAFFORDSHIRE MUG
Fine large mug (10cm x 10cm) produced by
J H Wetherby & Sons of Hanley in their
“Durability” “Falconware” range and sold by
W Ellis of Bramley. Depicts Verity in bowling pose with caption “Hedley Verity England’s Famous Spin Bowler”. Further details
of Verity’s Test record to the reverse. Nicely
marked to the base “Falconware” and in
perfect condition.
(illustrated right)
£450

444. HIRST & RHODES
STAFFORDSHIRE MUG
Fine large mug (9cm x 10cm) with “W & H”
mark on base. Depicts George Hirst in
batting pose with caption “George H Hirst
Yorkshire’s celebrated all round cricketer.
Record score against Leicestershire (341)
May 1905”. On the reverse is a print of
Rhodes in bowling pose with the caption
“Wilfred Rhodes Yorkshire’s celebrated
bowler”. In perfect un-faded condition.
(illustrated right)
£650

445. W G GRACE PIPE
A wonderful example of the
“Centuplico” pipe (14cm x 5cm high)
with the bowl fashioned as WG’s head
and the vulcanite stem as a cricket bat.
This is a fine example, still retaining the
cricket ball base so often missing. Beautifully and precisely modelled, this is a
rare item. Marked “W G G Aet 47 A D
1895”. Produced to mark WG’s great
year of 1895.
£200

CERAMICS, BRONZES, OBJECTS

446. I ZINGARI CRICKET BELT & BUCKLE
Rare example of a complete cricket belt and
buckle from the mid-nineteenth century in
first-class original condition. The buckle depicts a wicket-keeper and a batsman separated by interlocking flags with the initials
MCC and UAE (United All-England XI). It is
marked on the back with the maker’s name Eade of London - and the date code for
19th January 1857. It is beautifully gilded
and in fine condition. The belt is in IZ colours
and is also wonderfully preserved. A rare
opportunity to obtain a true museum piece.
(illustrated above)
£1500

447. A C MACLAREN’S TEAM TO
AUSTRALIA 1901/02
American Tobacco Company
Cameo Badges
A set of 14 badges manufactured by Whitehead & Hoag of Newark, New Jersey and
distributed by The American Tobacco Company in Australia to coincide with the tour of
A C MacLaren’s English team. All 14
players are featured including MacLaren,
Barnes, Blythe, Jessop, Hayward etc. Each
badge is 22mm diameter and the set is
mounted on the original Souvenir Card depicting the emblems of England and Australia. This is a very rare opportunity to obtain
the full set on the original card. The badges
appear to have never been removed from
the card as the printed paper inserts are in
pristine condition. (illustrated right)

448. GEORGE HIRST CAKE STAND
Attractive cake stand (23cm dia x 6cm high),
decorated in gilt. Crazed throughout and
with an aged patination, the plate has no
cracks, chips or blemishes and is a fine decorative example. The centre of the plate is
transfer printed in black with an image of
Hirst at his batting stance with the caption
“George H Hirst. Yorkshire’s Celebrated All
Round Cricketer. Hirst’s Benefit Aug 1st
1904”.
We have never seen this plate mentioned or
catalogued before and it was not in the
famous Crump Collection. As such, it must be
considered a very rare local production and
very few examples will have survived.
(illustrated right)
£750

449. SILVER PLATED CRICKETING TOAST
RACK
Fine attractive toast rack (18cm x 7cm x
15cm high) with six sections made up from
crossed bats. End pieces fashioned from
cricket stumps and the whole mounted on
four cricket ball feet with a cricket ball and
handle to the top. In excellent condition with
none of the usual loss to the plate.
(illustrated below)
£400

£1400
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Rockley Wilson and his Family
Most students of cricket history know of E R
“Rockley” Wilson (1879-1957) who played for
Yorkshire and England and had a lifelong association with Winchester College. Fewer will know of his
two brothers, Rev C E M “Clem” Wilson (18751944), who also appeared for Yorkshire and England; Rev R A “Rowland” Wilson (1868-1959) who
played for Worcestershire (non first-class) and
Cambridge University; and, Clem‟s son, D C “David”
Wilson (1917-??) who played much club cricket and
first-class for Cambridge University.
Rockley Wilson was also well known as a collector
of cricket books, pictures and other memorabilia and
on his death MCC had first choice of items from the
collection. In fact, brother Clem also had a very fine
collection of cricketana, specialising in rare engravings and other pictures. Again, his collection was
largely dispersed. His son, David, also maintained a
strong interest in cricket history and, while not on the
same scale as his father and uncle, did maintain
many of the family items during his lifetime. We are
pleased to be able to offer a few of these Wilson
family treasures to further generations of collectors.

450. MISS WICKET and MISS TRIGGER
Printed for Carrington Bowles, No 69 in St
Paul’s Churchyard, London. “Miss Trigger
you see is an excellent shot. And forty five
noches Miss Wicket just got. From the Original Picture by John Collet in the possession of
Carrington Bowles”. Delightful mezzotint
(image size to plate mark 11cm x 15cm,
sheet size 15cm x 22cm). With original
delicate colour. This print was published in
1788 and gives an interesting depiction of
the old two stump wicket and curved bat of
the Hambledon era. John Collet (17251780) was a popular artist of the time, very
much in the style of Hogarth.

£450
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451. ROCKLEY WILSON’S YORKSHIRE CAP
E R Wilson’s Yorkshire cap, by descent
through his son-in-law David. In very good
condition, like much of the Wilson collection,
this piece is of museum quality. Rockley
Wilson only played 66 matches for Yorkshire
but they spanned the years 1899 to 1923.
The cap is illustrated in the group on the right.
The photograph below shows Wilson bowling
in his Yorkshire cap towards the end of his
career.
£2800

452. PRESENTATION CRICKET BALL (1919)
Original match-used cricket ball with hallmarked silver stud. Mounted on black
wooden base with affixed silver plaque
lettered as follows:
“Scarborough Cricket Festival 1919.
Gentlemen v Players. Sept 4, 5, & 6.
Gentlemen 131 and 156. Players 397.
With this ball Mr E R Wilson accomplished
the Hat Trick (Hirst, Kennedy & Dolphin).
Presented to Mr Wilson by the Festival
Committee as a memento of his admirable
bowling. 42-10-102-4.
In the same Festival for Yorks v MCC Mr
Wilson bowled 26.3-9-46-7”
This museum quality item is in fine condition.
(illustrated in group)
£1200

453. PRESENTATION CRICKET BALL (1921)
Original match-used cricket ball with hallmarked silver band inscribed:
“Presented to E R Wilson, Esq by the Committee of the Yorkshire County Cricket Club.
Yorkshire v Middlesex. August 10th, 1921.
Played at Bramall Lane, Sheffield. Bowling
Analysis: 23-11-32-7”
This museum quality item is in fine condition.
(illustrated in group)
£1200

454. TIE PIN
Metal tie pin with enamel image of a 19th
century batsman. Some wear due to polishing but a scarce and attractive item.
(illustrated in the group above) £45

455. THE LADIES CRICKET CLUB 1785
Attractive sepia engraving (15cm x 21cm to
plate mark) depicting a lady cricketer with
curved bat and old two-stump wicket. In
good condition and highly decorative. It is
doubtful whether this print dates from the
year of the subject but it is certainly a vintage and desirable piece. The lady would
appear to be Miss Wicket (see opposite
page) in another guise. (illustrated left)

£85
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456. FRED LILLYWHITE SILK SCORECARD
Surrey v Cambridgeshire, Kennington
Oval, June 26, 28, 29, 1861
Exceptionally rare scorecard, printed on silk,
giving the full score of the match which was
won by Cambridgeshire by 2 wickets in a
thrilling finish. Hundreds were scored by
Julius Caesar for Surrey and by both of the
famous Cambridgeshire pair of Hayward
and Carpenter. The scorecard is slightly
worn to the extreme edges but is generally
in really fine condition. It is framed in an
original maple frame with gilt mounting
piece. The masthead of the card carries a
delightful illustration of the players surrounding Fred Lillywhite in his famous printing tent.
The bottom of the card is clearly signed in
Lillywhite‟s hand “Presented by Fred Lillywhite
to H Perkins Esqre”. Perkins later became
Secretary of MCC but at this time was a
stalwart of Cambridgeshire cricket. He was
at the wicket when the winning runs were
scored in a match of almost unprecedented
high scoring. A very rare museum quality
item.
£1800
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457. A CRICKET MATCH. SUSSEX v KENT.
PLAYED AT BRIGHTON
Engraved print (image 29cm x 19cm, sheet
38cm x 28cm) of the famous Sussex v Kent
picture originally painted by William
Drummond and published by W H Mason in
1849. Text on this print reads: “Painted by
F Jarvis. Engraved by G Reeves. London,
published 15th November, 1836 by R Jarvis,
Covent Garden”. All complete fiction as this

was a pirated version of the famous print
produced sometime in the second half of
the nineteenth century. A lithographed
version by Lipschitz is also found. The
original engraving was much bigger and
was produced in large numbers. This
version by “Jarvis” is much harder to find.
This copy is in good condition, with nice
original colour and in an old mount and
frame.
£175

ROCKLEY WILSON AND HIS FAMILY
458. LORD’S CRICKET GROUND
Cricketing (Lord’s Cricket Ground,
St John’s Wood, Match of the
Gentlemen and Players)

462. SKETCHES AT LORD’S
GROUND No. 4. FULLER PILCH

Hand coloured lithograph by Thinot Lorette,
published by Henry Lea of Fleet Street.
Framed and glazed (31cm x 24cm), in good
condition, with attractive vignettes to the
margins.
£150

“Dedicated to Members of the Mary-leBone Club. Mourilyan & Casey lithographers, Mitre Court, Fleet St. London
Thomas C Lewis, Cheapside.” So runs the
title printed on this lithograph but it is
actually a pirated production using an
image stolen from Hunt or Basebe. A
series of these were produced by
Mourilyan & Casey and they are all
extremely hard to find in any sort of
acceptable condition. This copy has a
few minor blemishes but is a very good
example with good original colour and
preserved in a very old frame. A rare
and attractive print. (illustrated left)

459. WHITE CONDUIT HOUSE
Representation of the Noble Game of
Cricket as played in the celebrated
Cricket Field near White Conduit
House, 1787
Hand coloured engraving of a period match
in progress. Framed and glazed (30cm x
25cm), in good condition with some staining
to margins. Often reproduced, this print is of
some age but does not date from the 18th
century. Nevertheless, it is an attractive
picture and is an important representation of
cricket at that historic early venue.

£1500

£100
460. BUTTERFLIES CRICKET CLUB
Club cap by Arthur Shepherd of Cambridge
& Oxford, formerly belonging to David
Wilson and signed by him to the label.
Wilson played for the club either side of the
war alongside some distinguished company.
Membership of the club, which was formed in
1862, is restricted to old boys of Charterhouse, Eton, Harrow, Westminster and Winchester. The club has included 13 captains
of England including Warner, Jardine, Allen
and May. (illustrated below)
£95

461. FREE FORESTERS CRICKET CLUB
Club cap by Henry Whybro & Co. of Cambridge. Formerly belonging to David Wilson
who played for this historic club (founded
1856) either side of the war. (illustrated
below)
£75

463. HOWE, Martin
Rockley Wilson. Remarkable Cricketer,
Singular Man
ACSH, 2008. Original wrappers, very
good. No.5 in the
Lives in Cricket series.
Well produced monograph that tells the
full story of Rockley
Wilson’s life in cricket,
his one Test Match for
England, his career as
a schoolmaster at
Winchester and his
passion for collecting
cricketana. Well
illustrated.
£20
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Scorecards - Ashes Matches
SILK SCORECARDS
464. ENGLAND vs AUSTRALIA 1909
Leeds, July 1
Fully printed complete scorecard. Printed on
silk, slight creasing but never been mounted
and would press into a perfect copy. Silk
bright and un-faded. Australia won by 126
runs with Macartney taking 11-85 in the
match. For England S F Barnes took 6-63 in
the second innings.
£195

465. ENGLAND vs AUSTRALIA 1909
Kennington Oval, Aug 9
Fully printed complete scorecard. Printed on
silk, slight creasing but never been mounted
and would press into a perfect copy. Silk
bright and un-faded. Match drawn with
centuries by Bardsley (in both innings) and
Sharp. D W Carr and Cotter were the successful bowlers.
£195

466. ENGLAND vs AUSTRALIA 1930
Kennington Oval, Aug 16
Fully printed complete scorecard. Printed on
silk and mounted on board. In fine condition,
Silk bright and unfaded. Australia won by
an innings and 39 runs, Bradman scoring 232
and Hornibrook taking 7-92 in the final innings. (illustrated near right)
£135

OTHER SCORECARDS
467. ENGLAND vs AUSTRALIA 1909
Old Trafford, July 26
Unusual unofficial card showing the full
scores for the first three Tests and squad lists
only for the Old Trafford game. Long
cricket skit on the back advertising Blick
typewriters
£55

468. ENGLAND vs AUSTRALIA 1905
Kennington Oval, Aug 14
Fully printed, complete scorecard, very good
with archival tape strengthening to reverse.
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Printed on paper rather than card, presumably at the ground. The match was drawn
with C B Fry, J Tyldesley and R A Duff scoring centuries. Cotter took 7-148 in England’s
first innings and Brearley 5-110 in Australia’s. (illustrated far right)
£105

469. AUSTRALIA vs ENGLAND
Melbourne, Dec 3, 1920/21
Fully printed, complete scorecard
for the match won by Australia
by an innings and 91 runs. A fine
copy. Pellew and Gregory
scored centuries for Australia out
of a total of 499. Only Hobbs
with 122 could withstand the
pace of Gregory (7-69).
(illustrated above centre) £95

470. ENGLAND vs AUSTRALIA
June 13, 1930 Trent Bridge
Scorecard printed for the first
innings (Australia 270) only, the
rest blank. In fine condition,
never folded or faded. £45

471. ENGLAND vs AUSTRALIA 1909
Lord’s, June 14
Scorecard, printed for the first day (England
269) and neatly completed by a contemporary hand thereafter. Australia won by 9
wickets with Ransford scoring
143* and Armstrong taking 6
wickets in the second innings. The
card is slightly worn and the single horizontal fold has been
strengthened with tape on the
reverse. Still an attractive display piece.
£55

472. ENGLAND vs AUSTRALIA Lord’s, July 14, 1945
Scorecard with England’s first
innings neatly completed by hand
(Hutton 104), the rest blank. Not
strictly an Ashes match but these
war-time fixtures are famous in
their own right. In fine condition,
never folded or faded.
(illustrated left)
£35

